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This paper presents a theoretical and experimental study that shows the presence of a horizontal asymptote of the absorption
coefficient function �(f) in relation with the thickness of the sample. This asymptote conduces to the existence of a critical depth,
characterized by a certain attenuation of the sound wave, that limits the absorbing properties of the material. Above this
thickness, �(f) does not change noticeably and a progressive increase of the layer thickness only means an unnecessary waste of
acoustic material.

INTRODUCTION

Up to the moment, the existing bibliography does not
cover in detail this topic whose economical
consequences can be very relevant. From a general
point of view, engineering texts [1] treat this problem
showing only general concepts or basic design
recommendations. In order to make a profound
theoretical study of the behaviour of absorbing devices
based on porous acoustic materials (fibrous or
granular), it is necessary to count on mathematical
algorithms that describe accurately the response of
these materials under an acoustic excitation.

During the last decades, an important number of
works have tried to describe analytically the acoustical
properties of porous materials [2]. In this paper,
mineral and glass wool will be treated being necessary
to know only one microestructural parameter, the flow
resistance, �, to describe completely the acoustic
behaviour. Some other parameters, porosity, �, and
tortuosity, T, take values close to 1. In this case, the
well-known empirical model by Delany and Bazley [3]
has proved to show very good agreement with the
experimental results, like the more recent model
developed by Allard and Champoux [4].

Nevertheless, this study can be perfectly extended to
porous granular materials, taking into account that in
this case, the acoustical absorption is very sensitive to
the parameters � y T, which depend on the internal
structure of the material. Usually, � varies between 0.3
and 0.7, and T lies in the range between 1.2 and 2.7.
Granular materials have been treated by several
authors, employing in this text the proposals of Stinson
and Champoux [5], whose formulations also add one or
two adjustment parameters related to internal shape
factors.

To simplify the treatment of the problem, local
reaction materials have been considered, so the
dependence with cos� (angle of incidence) is
neglected. In addition, normal incident has been also
considered in order to compare the theoretical study

with the experimental tests carried out in a standing
wave tube. In so doing, we are considering materials
with a plane surface and backed by a rigid wall.

CRITICAL THICKNESS

Theoretically, the propagation of a sound wave must
be extended to a seminfinite layer so that the surface
impedance Zs is the same as the characteristic
impedance Zc of the material, namely, the relation
between the pressure and the velocity is the same at
any point of the propagation line. In case of having a
seminfinite layer and according to the well known
expression of the reflection coefficient,
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the difference between that characteristic impedance of
the material and the impedance of the fluid Z0 will
determine the degree of absorption.

On the other hand, along the propagation of the
sound wave, the acoustical pressure amplitude decays
exponentially inside the material; in fact, the
dependence of the amplitude of the sound pressure
(plane wave) with the distance l is given by:
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being the propagation constant, inside the material,
kc=�+j�.  The corresponding attenuation, in dB, from
l = 0 to l = L is then:

dBLeAtt l �� 68.8log20 ���
� (3)

However, although theoretically the sound wave can
propagate to infinite, an incident sound wave
penetrates into the material only to a certain depth,
which depends on both the wavelength (frequency) and
the flow resistivity. It always exists a finite thickness
where the value of Zs approximates Zc, meaning that in
practice, an infinite attenuation inside the material has
been reached. In this way, a “critical thickness”, Lc,
can be defined:
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Introducing the value of Lc in the expression that
relates the surface impedance of an acoustic layer
backed by a rigid surface:
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and applying the condition Zs=Zc, it results:
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In figure 1, the real and imaginary parts of eq. (6) are
represented in function of the attenuation. In order to

“universalise” the curves, the parameter proposed by
Delany C=�0��� has been used. From the figure, it
follows that a wave attenuation of 20 dB is sufficient to
characterise the “critical depth”.
The error existing between the absorption coefficient
obtained with the critical depth and that obtained with
an infinite layer is not larger than �0.8 %. If we
considered an attenuation of 8.7 dB, equivalent to a
pressure loss of 1/e, the error could reach the value of
�6%. Although, the difference is considerable, the fact
of accepting an error of 6% would represent to reduce
the critical depth in a factor 2.3, with the corresponding
economic and constructive advantages.

Experimental results

The experimental tests have been carried out in a
standing wave tube (normal incidence) with both glass
wool and granular samples of 9.9 cm diameter and
22.3, 18.6, 14.8, 11.2, 7.5 and 3.8 cm long. The
acoustic absorption coefficient at the central
frequencies of the 1/3 octave bands between 100 and
2000 HZ has been measured, and compared with the
theoretical absorption curves. Figure 2 shows the

agreement between three of them. It can be observed
the evolution of the absorption coefficient in function
of the thickness of the sample and frequency. After
showing an increasing degree of absorption during the
first centimetres of the material, it reaches a maximum
(frequency dependent) followed by a plateau,
characterised by an horizontal asymptote of the
function �(f,�, l), that serves to define the “critical
thickness”.

Analogous results were obtained for granular
materials.

FIGURE 2. Theoretical and experimental curves of the
absorption of test samples (mineral wool �=10000 Nm-4s) for
three different frequencies.

Conclusions

For absorptive acoustic materials, it has been
shown the existence of a critical depth, based on the
asymptotic behaviour of the function �(f,��,l) with the
thickness, above which the absorption saturates, being
unnecessary to increase the volume of material. This
aspect is relevant in the correct use of this type of
materials from a practical and economical point of
view.
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FIGURE 1. Real and imaginary parts of eq.(6) in
function of the attenuation.
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